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To decompose neural network structures for com-
posite tasks, a pruning method and its visualization
method are proposed. Visualization by placing the
neurons on a 2D plane clarifies the structure related
to each composited task. Experiments on a composite
task using two tasks from a UCI dataset show that the
neural network of the composite task contains more
than 80% of neurons. The proposed methods target
the transfer learning of robot motion, and results of
an adaptation experiments are also referred.
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1. Introduction

The classification of surrounding states and acquisition
of corresponding motions for robots that carry out com-
posite tasks are the main issues when a flexible response
to a rapidly changing environment is considered. Among
the studies of neural networks in robotics applications
for classification and motion learning purposes are meth-
ods like the preparation of multiple learners for different
states [1] and the learning of motions from automatically
classified input [2]. With the increase in new states and
acquired motions, the ballooning of data size becomes a
salient issue. The optimization of network structures is
studied for alleviating computation cost. Different prun-
ing methods by evaluating the averaged output of neu-
rons [3, 4], the sensitivity of teacher signals [5], or nor-
malized terms [6] have been well studied for the structural
optimization of neural networks. All of these methods
of pruning are designed mainly for single tasks, whereas
tasks in the real world, in contrast, are usually composite
combination of single tasks with unknown relationships.
When these pruning methods are introduced to networks
dealing with composite tasks, there is the possibility that
learned network structures may be damaged. To solve this
problem, the portion of network structures related to indi-
vidual tasks has to be modified by removing unwanted
neurons and connections.

We propose a pruning method and its visualization
method. The proposed pruning decomposes neural net-
work structures that correspond to each task, and the pro-

posed visualization shows its relationship via the arrange-
ment of neurons in 2D space. Concretely, rewards and
lifetimes are defined for pruning purposes. The generated
reward is only given to the neurons that are related to the
generation of reward. The lifetime of neurons is updated
using the given reward so that neurons and connections
that hinder the generation of rewards are removed. The
concept of neuron space is also defined and neurons are
allocated in the neuron space. Concretely speaking, neu-
rons converge or spread according to their mutual rele-
vance so that structures of neural networks related to spe-
cific tasks are displayed in 2D neuron space. Using the
pruning method of rewards and lifetimes, structures that
are locally suited from a composite task to individual de-
composed tasks are likely to be formed. Also, by viewing
the placement of neurons in neuron space after learning,
the network structure of a composite task is understood
intuitively.

To verify that the proposed pruning method does not
hinder the process of learning, a comparison of conver-
gence between the Back Propagation (BP) method and the
BP method with the proposed pruning method is carried
out. Comparison experiments are also done between the
proposed pruning method and the Dynamic Node Decay-
ing Method (DNDM) [3, 4] to determine the accuracy of
the proposal in the learning process of neural networks.
The UCI dataset [7] is used as the benchmark for these
experiments. To verify the visualization of composite
tasks by the proposal, two tasks are selected from the UCI
dataset and combined to form a composite task. The com-
posite task is learned using the BP method with proposed
pruning method. The composite task is evaluated using
averaged task ratios of single tasks in each cluster formed
by k-means. Based on the BP method with the proposed
pruning method and the visualization method of neurons,
an experiments on the learning of walking motion using
a six-legged robot that is installed in the environment of
PhysXTM [8] is also carried out to confirm the applicabil-
ity of the proposal in the area of autonomic robot learning.

In Section 2 of this paper, the visualization of the struc-
ture of neural networks and pruning based learning meth-
ods using rewards and lifetimes are introduced. Exper-
iments on UCI datasets and the learning of a simulated
six-legged robot are done in Section 3. Conclusions are
presented in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. Flowchart for neural networks with two proposed
methods.

2. Pruning-Based Structure Decomposition
and Visualization

Two proposed methods, visualization and pruning for
network decomposition, are explained in this section. A
flowchart of the system used in this experiment is depicted
in Fig. 1. The proposed methods can be applied among
existing learning methods.

2.1. Visualization of Neurons in 2D Plane
2D Euclidean space in which neurons are allocated is

defined as neuron space. To visualize network structures,
each neuron is given position vector x, and arranged in
neuron space. For human visual perception, x has two
elements, x1 and x2.

Initial location xi(0) of neuron i is given randomly. And
location xi(t) at time t is updated by adding Δxi(t) as

xi(t+1) = xi(t) +Δxi(t), . . . . . . . . . (1)

Δxi(t) = δ ∑
m∈M

(
γ

erim

|rim (t)| − |wim|rim (t)
)

, . (2)

rim (t) = xi(t) −xm(t), . . . . . . . . . . (3)

where M denotes the total number of neurons in the neu-
ron space, rim is a vector from neuron i to neuron m in
the neuron space, erim represents a unit vector in the same
direction as rim, and |wim| is the absolute value of weight
between i and m. Note that if there is no connection be-
tween two neurons, 0 is assigned as the value of |wim|.
The quantity of Δxi(t) is altered by adjusting two param-

eters, that is, attraction ratio γ and magnification ratio of
movement δ . When two neurons overlap, one is moved
randomly to a neighboring location.

By applying this idea, neurons with strong connections
are made more adjacent and in contrast, neurons with no
connection are kept far away from each other. Neurons
with a commonness in processing information therefore
are concentrated in one place, while neurons with dif-
ferent processing information are placed away from each
other. In addition, the distribution range of neurons is ad-
justed by γ and δ . When a new neuron is added to neuron
space, connections between this new neuron and existing
ones are determined by distance in neuron space.

2.2. Pruning by Reward Propagation
The proposed pruning method is divided into two parts.

In the first part, it is determined whether neurons and con-
nections are removed or not. In the second part, reward
to be used to determine this are propagated by the rules
detailed in the subsections that follow.

2.2.1. Removal of Neurons and Connections Using Life-
times

For both neurons and connections, life(t) quantity is de-
fined as time t. The lifetime of a firing neuron and the
connection on its output side is updated as

life (t +1) = I (α · life (t)+β · reward (t)) , . . (4)

I (x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 (x ≥ 1)

x (1 ≥ x > θ)
0 (θ ≥ x)

, . . . . . . . (5)

where parameter α (∈ [0,1]) is the attenuation rate of a
lifetime, parameter β (> 0) is the recovering rate of life-
time due to a reward, reward (t) (≥ 0) denotes the re-
ward of a neuron propagating through connection at time
t, and parameter θ (∈ [0,1]) is the threshold for a lifetime.
If lifetime life is below threshold θ , then related neurons
and connections are deleted.

In cases where there is a large deviation in training data,
it is necessary to adjust parameters α , β , and θ . By setting
α to a value of 0.9, neurons and connections gradually
attenuate if the reward is low or no reward is obtained at
firing. For the same reason, β should be more than 1 and
θ should be less than 0.1.

2.2.2. Propagation Rules of Rewards
Rewards are generated in accordance with the output

of a neuron network and distributed to neurons in the out-
put layer. A neuron that has obtained its reward imparts
the reward to neurons that have contributed to the output
of which the reward is generated. A brief example that
shows the propagation of reward is given in Fig. 2. As
is depicted in Fig. 2, i is the neuron that gets the reward.
The set of neurons of which output y is connected to i is
denoted as N. j and k are two neurons included in set
N. When the reward is propagated from i, candidates for
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Fig. 2. Example for reward propagation.

Table 1. Selection of reward candidate using firing state and
weight.

j is firing j is not firing
wi j ≥ 0 wi j < 0 wi j ≥ 0 wi j < 0

i is firing © ©
i is not firing © ©

receiving the reward are chosen from set N. Candidate
neurons are selected and get rewards according to three
steps, i.e., their firing states, the weight of connections,
and the similarity of firing conditions. The value of the
imparted reward depends on the input to neuron i.

In the first step, connections that contribute to the re-
ward acquisition of neuron i are selected (Table 1). If
neuron i is firing when getting the reward, then connec-
tions with non-negative weight and with firing signal and
connections with negative weight and without firing sig-
nals are selected. If neuron i is not firing when getting the
reward, then opposite methods for connection selection
are used.

In the second step, among selected connections, those
with a high degree of similarity are removed. According
to [9], the degree of similarity S jk between neuron j and
k is figured out as follows,

S jk =

∣∣∣wT
j wk

∣∣∣∣∣w j
∣∣ |wk|

, . . . . . . . . . . . (6)

where w j is the vector of connection weight as the input
to neuron j. A connection weight that is not in common
with neuron k is set to 0. If calculated S jk exceeds the
threshold for the degree of similarity, the corresponding
neuron is removed from among candidates to whom the
reward is propagated.

In the third step, the exact value of the reward propa-
gated from neuron i to the receiving neuron j is computed
as

reward ji (t) =

∣∣wi jyi
∣∣

∑
n∈N′

w jnyn
rewardi (t) , . . . (7)

where w jn is the weight of the connection between neuron
j and neuron n that receives a reward, yn is the output of
neuron n, N′ is the set of candidate neurons for receiving
rewards, and rewardi (t) denotes the reward for neuron i
at time t. reward ji (t) is considered to be the total amount
of the reward that neuron j receives from neuron i. The
reward of neuron j is obtained as

reward j (t) = ∑
m∈M

reward jm (t) , . . . . . (8)

where m denotes a neuron that gives j some reward, and
M is the set of m.

Using the rules explained in Section 2.2.2, the gener-
ated reward is propagated from the output layer to the in-
put layer, and only neurons that contributed to the current
task can restore their lifetimes.

3. Experiments on UCI Dataset and Six-
Legged Robot

Three experiments are conducted for evaluating our
two proposed methods. In Section 3.1, the proposed prun-
ing method is confirmed and compared to the existing
pruning method. In Section 3.2, the two proposed meth-
ods confirm the pruning method’s visualization on 2D
neuron plane. In Section 3.3, the proposed methods are
applied to adaptation experiments on robot motion.

In these experiments, the proposal is incorporated into
a three layered feed-forward neural network, using a sig-
moid function and a BP method.

3.1. Pruning and Learning of Single Task in UCI
Dataset

To confirm the performance of the proposed pruning
method, the influence of pruning on learning is evalu-
ated in experiments. Comparative experiments between
the DNDM [3, 4] and the proposed pruning method were
also carried out.

In these experiments, the UCI dataset, which is widely
utilized as the benchmark for classification problems, was
chosen as the single task. Three decomposed datasets
were chosen from UCI dataset: a WDBC dataset (with
699 samples), a glass dataset (with 214 samples), and an
iris dataset (with 150 samples).

Before experiments, the initial parameters for the neu-
ral network are set, i.e., α was set to 0.9, β was set to 1,
and θ was set to 0.1. In order to match with the previous
studies [3, 4], the learning rate is set to 0.05, and the ini-
tial region for weights is set to ±0.1 for generating initial
neurons. Each time output is generated, 0.8 times the to-
tal number of neurons in the neural network is used as the
size of the reward. The reason for relating the size of the
reward to the total number of neurons is that the averaged
number of connections for each neuron is maintained, in-
dependent of neural networks.

To show that the proposed pruning method does not
hinder the learning process of neural networks, the learn-
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Fig. 3. Change of the number of neurons in hidden layer
using the proposed pruning.

Fig. 4. Error rate comparison between BP method with pro-
posed pruning and BP method alone.

ing time of the BP method is compared to that of the mod-
ified BP method into which the pruning method is incor-
porated. The WDBC dataset is used for learning. The
learning is conducted for 8000 times averaged in 10 tri-
als, and the average is evaluated.

Figures 3 and 4 show results of experiments for the
single task. Fig. 3 shows that the number of neurons in
the hidden layer is reduced to about 8 in the early stage of
the experiment, which indicates that the proposed pruning
method tends to remove neurons that do not work well in
learning. In contrast, Fig. 4 shows that the error rate of
the proposal keeps a low level compared to that of the
BP method alone. The proposed pruning method thus im-
proves the learning process of neural networks.

The BP method with the proposed pruning is compared
with DNDM [3, 4] to confirm the accuracy of the pro-
posed pruning method. Learning for the three datasets
– WDBC, glass, and iris [7] – for both methods is done in
10 trials, and the mean value of numbers of neurons in the
hidden layer and variance are chosen to be the evaluation
criteria as shown in Table 2.

The BP method with proposed pruning outperforms the
DNDM in terms of neurons remaining in the hidden layer
for the WDBC dataset. For the glass dataset, the DNDM
works better, while for the iris dataset, the proposed prun-
ing method again has a slightly better performance.

The reason why the proposal did not work well for the
glass dataset is explained using Fig. 5. The error curve of
learning for the glass dataset shows that the convergence
of the learning process is slow compared to that of the

Table 2. Comparison of number of neurons in hidden layers.

WDBC Glass Iris

Proposed
Pruning
Method

Mean 1.0 6.0 2.1
Variance 0.0 4.0 0.8

Min 1.0 3.0 1.0
Max 1.0 9.0 4.0

DNDM

Mean 2.4 4.0 2.7
Variance 1.4 1.1 1.5

Min 1.0 3.0 1.0
Max 6.0 7.0 7.0

Fig. 5. Error in learning process for three datasets.

other two datasets, which is in turn due to an imbalance
in teacher signals for the glass dataset.

3.2. Visualization of Composite Task in UCI
Dataset

To confirm decomposition of the network structure, a
neural network learned a composite task, combined from
the UCI dataset with proposed pruning and visualization.
Evaluation is done based on neuron placement and con-
nection status. The remaining number of neurons in hid-
den layers after learning is also considered. The WDBC
dataset and the iris dataset used in Section 3.1 are highly
mutually independent. The two datasets are combined to
produce a new composite task containing 480 samples.
The same initial parameters as those used in Section 3.1
are applied for generating a neural network. Parameters
for the proposed pruning are carefully tuned using an at-
tenuation rate of lifetime α set to 0.98, the recovering rate
of lifetime β set to 5.0, and the lifetime threshold set to
0.1, respectively. The initial number of neurons in the
hidden layer is set to 20. The learning process terminates
when average square error between output and the teacher
signal is lower than 0.05. Each learning process is car-
ried out for 4 trials. Results for the number of neurons
in the hidden layer after learning are shown in Table 3,
together with the results of single tasks from Table 2.
When a composite task (WDBC+iris) is used to learn the
BP method with the proposed pruning, accuracy becomes
much lower in comparison to single task settings.
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Table 3. Performance of pruning for a composite task.

WDBC+iris WDBC Iris
Mean 10.0 1.0 2.1

Variance 5.5 0.0 0.8
Min 8.0 1.0 1.0
Max 14.0 1.0 4.0

Fig. 6. Example of clustering in neuron space.

After learning, neurons in the hidden layer are decom-
posed into two clusters based on location in neuron space.
To confirm these neurons’ express network structure, we
compare clusters and categories of neurons. Neurons are
divided into three categories by input, namely WDBC,
iris, and WDBC+iris (the composite task) and clustered
into two clusters by k-means of OpenCV [10]. An ex-
ample of neuron location in the neuron space after clus-
tering using k-means is shown in Fig. 6. In both clusters,
numbers of neurons whose input comes from a single task
surpass those from the other single task.

Task ratios for single tasks are defined as the ratios of
neurons whose input is from a single task (WDBC or iris)
in one cluster. The task ratio for the WDBC dataset and
the iris dataset are denoted as RWDBC and Riris. RWDBC
and Riris are computed as

RWDBC =
NWDBC

Ncluster
, . . . . . . . . . . . (9)

Riris =
Niris

Ncluster
, . . . . . . . . . . (10)

where NWDBC denotes the number of neurons whose in-
put comes only from the WDBC dataset, Niris represents
the number of neurons whose input come only from the
iris dataset, and Ncluster denotes the number of neurons in
one cluster. A dataset that is related to a larger number of
neurons in one cluster is considered the task for that clus-
ter. Neural network structure decomposition is evaluated
by task ratios. Average task ratios for both clusters for
4 trials are shown in Table 4. The averaged task ratio for

Table 4. Task ratios for the two clusters.

Trial
Cluster 1 Cluster 2

RWDBC Riris RWDBC Riris

1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.8
2 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.9
3 0.9 0.0 0.0 1.0
4 1.0 0.0 0.3 0.7

Fig. 7. Profile of a six-legged robot.

both clusters is 0.8, which is explained the same as that
for the neural network of a composite task composed of
more than 80% neurons in each task.

3.3. Visualization of Tasks in a Robot Motion
We expend our proposal to visualization experiments

on robot motion based on a simulated six-legged robot
installed in PhysXTM [8].

The profile of the six-legged robot is shown in Fig. 7.
The robot has six legs – three on each side of its body.
The three pairs are positioned on either side of the front,
middle, and back of its body. Each leg has two joints –
one connecting the leg and body, and the other connecting
the upper and lower part of the leg. The movable angle of
each joint is set at 60◦.

To assist in the motion of the robot, the legs are move
alternately. Concretely speaking, the left leg at the front,
the right leg at the middle, and the left leg at the back are
designed to share the same motion, as do the remaining
three legs. The four torque values for the two forelegs are
considered to be input for the robot and the other four legs
move accordingly.

A neural network is used, that has four neurons in the
output layer and eight neurons in the input layer. Neu-
rons in the output layer correspond to four inputs for the
robot, and neurons in the input layer receive eight angles
– current and previous four forelegs angles – as input.

The BP method with proposed pruning is utilized to
construct the neural network for controlling robot walk-
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Fig. 8. Locations of neurons in neuron space for learning
walking.

ing. Input to the forelegs is set as tasks and locations of
neurons in neuron space are evaluated.

An example of neuron locations in neuron space after
walking motions is learned is shown in Fig. 8. In this case,
no neurons correspond only to the right foot. In addition,
neurons are densely assembled along the x1-axis. In other
cases, neurons are centralized in a small region.

From these results, tasks for learning walking are con-
sidered mutually associated.

4. Conclusions

Experiments on learning using our proposal of a prun-
ing method and its visualization method have been con-
ducted using a PC with a dual core processor (2.5 GHz)
and 2 GB memory. And programming language is in
C++. The physics engine used for the simulation of a
six-legged robot is PhysXTM SDK 2.8.1.

Experiments on single tasks – WDBC, glass, and iris
dataset – from the UCI dataset using the BP method with
our proposed pruning method have shown that the prun-
ing method tends to remove neurons that do not work
well in learning. The BP method with pruning leads to a
lower error rate in comparison with the BP method alone.
When the WDBC and iris datasets are learned using the
BP method with pruning, the mean numbers of neurons in
the hidden layer are reduced by 1.4 and 0.6 in comparison
with those of the DNDM method. In the case of the glass
dataset, the number of neurons in the hidden layer is in-
creased by 2.0, which was mainly due to the imbalance of
the teacher signal in this dataset.

Experiment on the composite task using the
WDBC+iris dataset has shown that when composite
task is used for learning the BP method with our pro-
posed pruning method, accuracy drops noticeably in
comparison to that of single task settings. When neurons
in the hidden layer after learning are clustered into two
clusters in neuron space, the average task ratio for both
clusters is over 0.8. Concretely, task ratios for the WDBC
and the iris datasets are 0.88 and 0.85, which is evidence

showing that the structure of neural networks for this
composite task is well decomposed by applying our
proposal.

Results of the adaptation experiments on learning walk-
ing using a simulated six-legged robot have shown that
neurons in the hidden layer after learning are centralized
in a small region in the neuron space, which is mainly
owing to relevance between tasks. The potential of our
proposal in learning robot motion is also shown in these
results.
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